


This year, DISORIENT will have more than 100 radically self-reliant people staying in 
40 RVs, art cars, modified shipping containers, and more.

Disorient is NOT a concierge camp. However, we’ve made plans to ensure your access 
to an electrical power grid, potable water, and pumping services. Your own knowledge 
of your particular RV and participation in Disorient are required to gain and maintain 
seamless service. It is highly recommended that you get a thorough walk-through of 
your RV’s water and power systems from your RV provider prior to arriving on playa.

******IMPORTANT*******
Running your RV engine or generator within camp is strictly prohibited.

It creates both noise and air pollution, and can pose a serious health threat to 
other nearby campers.

We have a very specific urban plan for our collective. In fact, our precision is visible from the skEYE. Placement 
is designed with geometric intention and magnificent aerial views in mind. We plan for DOers arriving in RVs 
as well as RVs delivered in advance.

For those driving in, please be patient and be prepared to park exactly as instructed. You will be placed as 
promptly as possible! You can leave your RV at DISORIENT Placement Parking on A Street while lounging at 
Disorient HQ!

For those arranging advanced delivery, please connect your delivery agent with DISORIENT HQ. Please be 
aware that you can only arrange for delivery through one of the Outside Service Providers that has been 
approved by Burning Man to provide services in 2019. The Outside Service Providers list is available here: 
https://burningman.org/event/camps/deliveries/outside-services-providers/. 

When you arrive at Disorient:
» Enter Disorient from Andromeda
» Park in the rear of camp (on the Andromeda side) 
» Get out of your vehicle and walk towards the front of camp
» Check in at Camp HQ, located in the Clubhouse near Esplanade

DELIVERY & ARRIVAL

DIsORIENT

http://www.iceni.com/unlock.htm


» One convenience of RVs is power and, given that we are a glam tech camp, we have an electrical grid
to power not only our art, visuals, and sound, but also our community, including DOer RVs. If DOers
encounter personal power issues with their RV, the DOer is entrusted to be radically self-reliant while
maintaining communal effort. Here are the power plan and guidelines:

All RVs must inform camp of their RV amps in advance.

» Disorient HQ must know whether you will plug in with either 50 amp or 30 amp in order to place your RV
for the correct connection and sufficient power.

» If you are renting an RV, request an extension cord from your RV provider. This will help ensure you can
reach from your RV to the Disorient power grid.

» It is recommended that you get a rundown on power from your RV provider, including any specifics of how
to plug into a grid and how to operate your onboard electrical system.

» Do not run on-board generators at any time in camp.
» You may only run the RV engine upon arrival and departure, when you are moving your RV.

POWER

DISORIEnT

Though we have made plans to ensure your access to water and pump services, we guarantee nothing.  
Should water and pump plans go awry, we trust DOers to take radically self-reliant action and source water 
from the Water Altar and use public Burning Man porto-potties. Here are the water and pump services plan 
and guidelines: 

» Ensure the service panel is visible and unobstructed and that there is a path to approach it. Do not cover
this area with any tarp. If they can’t get to it, the water or pump guys will skip your RV.

» Know where your water inlet is located.
» Please be aware that black water gauges often fail to adjust after they have been emptied due to debris. If

your gray tank was emptied, then it is very likely the black was too.
» IF YOU ARE MISSED by the water or pumping guys, you must practice radical self-reliance. Pay attention

to your levels and keep an eye out for the RV service guys. It is normal in a large camp for RVs to get
missed sometimes. If it happens to you, you can go visit United’s onsite office (for pumping) and tell them.

WATER AND PUMPING

http://www.iceni.com/unlock.htm
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» If you are new to renting or using RVs, you should be aware that the smaller RVs can have tanks as small as
15 gallons, which is about two showers, five flushes, and a sink of dishes washed. That may not even last
you one day. Be aware of your capacity and act accordingly.

» DOers are welcome to use the DKitchen annex during non-meal times to wash dishes and to use the 
Dshowers at any time for personal bathing

» Check your RV regularly for fluid leaks to make sure you are not staining the playa.
» Bring a drip tray for surprise leaks - if you have a leak YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY place a drip tray under

the leak. Once you do this, IMMEDIATELY find Nanea or Ocean to let her know you have a drip and show 
us where the leak is located.

» Do not bring or use AstroTurf of any kind.
» If you are setting up a BBQ or patio, you must lay down a tarp or drop cloth and seal the edges with long

nails and wide washers.
» If your RV rental includes bikes PUT THEM IN THE RV before you leave or they will be considered lost/

stray bikes and they will be donated or disposed of.
» MOOP carefully around your RV before your departure and pack ALL your trash out

PRO TIPS 
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